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1. Introduction. 
Let R~ be the open half space {(x, y); x> 0, y ε B"-1}. We consider 
the mixed problems (P, Bj; j = 1,…, 1), denote simply it by (P, Bj), for hyｭ
perbolic equations of order m : 
(p(a t , Dx, Dy) u) (t, x , y) = f(t, x , y) 
(Bj(a t , D", Dy) u) (t, 0, y) = 0 (j = 1,… , 1) 
(a:u) (0, x , y) = 0 (h=O, I , --vm-1) 
in (0, T) x R';" 
in (0, T) x R"-I, 
in R';" 
。( • a . a ¥ 
where at= ~~， Dx= -i ':Jv~ ， D，， =(-i一… -i~l and i=~ -1 ax' ~y一 \ "aY1'--' "aYn-1) 
The purpose of this paper is to determine the necessary and su伍cient
conditions for well-posedness in the following sense: 
Dennition. The mixed problem (P, Bj) is L2-wellてposed with decreasing 
order ν(ν ; non negative integer) if and only if there exist positive constanお
C, T and T' 回ith T' 三三 T which sati.めI the follo叩ing condition : 
For every fiεH川，O( (一∞， T)x .R';， )1) 叩ith f=O (t<O) the mixed problem 
(P, Bj) has a unique solution uεH禍 ((0， T')x .R';,) such that 
(1. 1) J~' lilu(ム， )111L1必CJ~ Illf(t, " .)Ili:,o dt2) 
When ν=0 we call it D-wellアosedness (with decreasing order 0). 
The contents of this paper are as follows. In Section 2 we give a sumｭ
mary on boundary value problems for elliptic ordinary differential equations 
depending on parameters. In Section 3 we investigate the zeros of Lopatinｭ
skii's determinant under the L2四well-posedness with decreasing order ν. In 
1), 2) For the de五nitions se Section 2. Hereafter we denote various positive constants 
by C and C', which are independent of variables in each inequality considered below respecｭ
tively 
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Section 4 we describe a certain necessary and su伍cient condition for D-wellｭ
posedness with decreasing order νby the term of the compensating function, 
and moreover we describe it by the terms of the reflection coe伍cients in 
Section 5. In T. Shirota and K. Asano [9] it has been shown by semi-group 
method that the mixed problem (P，D~j-!) (m = 2l) is well posed in the stronger 
sense if P(D) = P(孔， Dx, Dy) does not contaﾍn the odd order terms in Dx. 
As one of the applications of the results in Section 5 we show that, in the 
case of constant coe国cients， the property of P(D) mentioned above is essen田
tial to be D-well-posed (with decreasing order 0) for the mixed problem 
(P, Yxj-1). This assertion is achieved in Section 6. Finally we present some 
examples in Section 7. 
This paper contains the details of our previous paper [8]. 
2. Preliminaries. 
First of al we state fundamental assumptions. Let P(D) and Bj(D) be 
homogeneous di丘erential operators of order m and mj(mj<m) with constant 
coe伍cients respectively. We assume that P(D) is strictly h~ρerbolic with 
何学ect to t-direction and the hypeゆlane x= 0 is non-characteristic for P(D). 
Then it is easily seen that the number l(m-l) of the roots À;(-r， σ) (ﾀj (7"， σ) ), 
located in the upper (lower) half À-plane, in ﾀ of the characteristic equation 
P (7", À， σ) = 0 is constant for any (7"， σ) E 0 , x Rn-l respectively, where C+ = 
{-r ε C; Re -r> O}. F urthermore we assume that the hypeゅlane x= 0 is nonｭ
characteristic for Bj(D) and mJ>mk ザj>k.
Throughout this paper we use the following Fourier-Laplace transforms 
and norms: 
山， σ)=j:dtfkjrj t 仰 iaYu(t， x , y) dy , 
û(-r, x， σ) = ¥ dt ¥ . e- ，t 的 u(t， x , y) dy , 
JO JR“ 
]'! u(t， ・ γ)1:~ = L: II(ò; 叫(ム・γ)1 ~ j , 
u(t, " .)引川川川i1山吟|l吟i企i Z = 広ムhi !ト~Oムo
ll日川川川川川附1 判d似附(ケ仇-r， " .) il!~ = 主fnn ，(1-rI 2+ 1σ12)k 吋: |(α帆れWdx ，
lldh ， )1112z=詰:fnn- ，(1-r12+ 1σ 12)k-h) da f~ I(D~ û)川川ム (-rE (工)
where σγ=σ1 y1 + … +σn-1 Yn-!> 1σ1 2 =σî+ … +σ;'-1 and 1 卜 11 j is the norm in 
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Sobolev spaβe HJ(l杭)(j; a non negative integer)_ By H k •l ((一∞ ， T)x R~) 
(え l; non negative integer) we understand the completion of C;'((一∞， T)xRて)
, A 、 1Irr \官
by the norm (¥ 1I u(t， ・，・ )lilLdtr. 
We defﾌne Lopatinskii's determinant R(" σ) as follows: 
B(" σ) = det (B1 (" 訂(ヂ， σ)， σ)，… ， Bl (" ﾀ.; ("σLσ) ; j ↓ 1，…，め，
R(" σ) = B(" σ) / TT (À.;(" σ)一花 ("σ)).
l~Jく k~l
Then R(" σ) is analytic in C+ x Rn-l and can be continuously extended to ? 
x æ- 1• Let V be the zeros of R(" σ) in C十 xRn-l and for every ，吋Y十 let
S(,) be the analytic variety {σε Rn-l; (" a) E V} in Rnー 1 Then we have 
aV= V and aS(,)=S(a-r) for every a>O. 
Applying now the Fourier-Laplace transform to equations in the mixed 
problem (P, Bj) we obtain the boundary value problem C?, ﾍ3j) for elliptic 
ordinary differential equations depending on parameters ("σ)ε C+ x Rn-l: 
(P(" Dæ， σ)Û)("X， σ)=f("x， σ) in R~ ， 
(Bj(" Dæ, a) ? (，， 0， σ) = 0 (j=1, …, l) . 
Let Rj('， ふ σ) be the determinat replacing j-column in R(" σ) by the transｭ
posed vector of (exp(ixÀ.t(" σ))，…， exp(ixÀ.i("σ)) and r=r(" σ) a closed Jordan 
curve in the lower half ﾀ.-plane enclosing al the roots 訂 ("σ) (ん =1，… ， m-l).
If R(" σ)キ o for some ("σ)ε C+ xRn- I, it is well known that for every j(" ・， σ)
ε Cö(R~) the boundary value problem C?, ﾍ3j) has a unique solution Û(" ・， σ)
εC担 (R~)， which is written in the following form: 
(2. 1) 
[∞ eilæf(" λσ) 7" 1 f∞ Û("X， σ) = 2~7r L= ~ P(，:-~， σ)dHE示。 G(X， …) f(日 σ)ds ，
!._ R i(', x， σ)_ ﾎ Bi_('， ん σ)_ _-i81 
where G(x, s, "σ)=-21 
j=1 R(T， σ-) )r子広工五了 e
3. Zeros of Lopatinskii's determinant. 
In this section we investigate the zeros of Lopatinskii's determinant R(" σ) 
under D-well-posedness with decreasing order ).l. The following theorem 
shows t出ha叫t i証f the mixed problem (P, Bj) iおs D-well-posed with decreasing order 
νthen the zeros V of R (ケ"σ吋) has the product representation C+ x S, where S 
iおs the c∞one surface w羽it出h v刊er此te位x a抗t the origin in Rn-l. 
Theorem 3.1. If the mixed problem (P, Bj) is D-ωellアosed with deｭ
creasing order ν， then the analytic varieties S(,) don't dφend on ，EC+・
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Proof It su伍ces to prove that if R(T， σ。) is identically not zero for 
someσ。ε Rn-l then R(T， σ。)キ o for any TEC+. 
Using Weierstrass preperation theorem, if R(To， σ。)=0 for some ToEC+ then 
there are a neighbourhood U(σ。) in Cn-1 and a continuous (analytic) function 
r(σ) in an open set Dc U(σ。) such that R(r(σ)， σ) = 0 and r(σ)εCγin D. 
Hence we can find continuous functions aj (σ) (j = 1,… , l) in D such that for 
anyσεD 
(~). 1) (a1 (σ)，… ， az (σ) )キ 0 ，
(3. 2) L: aj (σ) ß" ， j(τ(σ) ， σ) = 0 (h = 1 ，・'.， l) , 
where ß" ,1 (T， σ) = B,, (T, ﾀ1 (T ， σ)， σ) , 
ん (r, a) = 1:d81 必j --2よ):8かド:〉〉〉0街昨{-2十ド一- θ鳥の恥j上μ←」川2
σj(ケT‘ σ; 8) =訂 (T， σ)+ (ﾀ2f (T， σ)-Àt (T， σ)) 81 +・
…+(む (T， σ)-).;-I(T， σ)) 81 … θj ー 1 (j=2， …ヲ l) . 
Note that we can determine branches ).; such that え;(τ(σ)， σ) is continuous 
(analytic) in D' c D , because the hyperplane x = 0 is non-characteristic for 
P(D). 
First we construct smooth solutions of the equations (P(D) u) (ムふ ν)=0
and (Bj(D)u) (ム 0， y)=O, which don't satisfy the following estimate 
I"T 
(3.3) ¥ u(t,., .)!II;"_ldtζCII (a:u) (0、.， .) II~ ， 
where non negative integers h and k are arbitrarily 五xed.
F or this purpose we define the function 
u(t, x , y) = .z:¥ aj(σ) 九 (T(σ)， X， σ) exp(r(σ)t+iσγ)d，σ ， 
j- -, l .J D" 
where D"=D'nRn-l which may be assumed to be not empty, 1'1 (r, x， σ)= 
exp (ix).t (T， σ)) and 
山ぷμMσ削)=引(ix叩収h州i臼Z判)ぺ3
F or every pos討sit江i討ve integer p let us set up (付t， x , νω)=U(1ρh吋tム， 1ρりI)X， 1ρ台勾νω). Then, by 
the homogeneity of P(D) and Bj (D) and (3. 2), Up is a solution of the equaｭ
tions above. From Plancherel theorem we obtain 
(3. 4) 1 (a; up) (0， ・，・) II~::三 C L: ρ2k+2j-n
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On the other hand, since for each h (D;rj) (7"(σ) ， x， σ) (j = 1,… , l) are linearly 
independent as functions in x , it follows from (3. 1) that L: aj(σ) (D;rj) (7"(σ) , 
x， σ) 主 o for anyσE D" . Hence choosing su伍ciently small D" we have, by 
Plancherel theorem, for any positive T and p 
(3. 5) 1~lilUp(t，.， .)lli;"-ldぱ円zpzkn
By (3. 4) and (3. 5) Up does not satisfy the estimate (3. 3) for a su伍ciently large p. 
Next we construct a solution of the mixed problem (P, Bj) which does 
not satisfy the estimate (1.1). Using the above function up let us define for 
a large K 
x 
(3.6) 円(t， x , y) = L: tk(?up) (0, x , y)/長，
L 
Setting 'Lι (t， x , y) = L: xqfp ,q(t, y) (L = max mル we determine the ι，q such 
that 叩~ is a solution of the following equations : 
(3.7) 
(Bj(D) (日~-Vp)) (t, 0, y) = 0 (j = 1,… , l) in (0, T) x Rηl ， 
(ﾒ;(W;)-Vp+Up) (0, x , y) = 0 (k=O, 1,… , m-1) in Rn_. 
This is possible if K> m + L. In fact, substituting w~ into the 五rst equation 
in (3. 7), the fp ,q are inductively determined by the following forms : 
j二 ， q(t， y) = 0 if qキ mj (j= 1,… , l) , 
(3. 8) fp ,m , (t, y) = (B1 (D) V r,) (ム 0， y)/m1 ! , 
凡ιん問mj川川(付仇川川tム仰， y川νω)={ 主X:〉μ川m叫叫h!A必4らj 明町ゐ (仇a孔ι叫t， D'}Jムb)ιんん九川Lゐ (伊ω川， yνω伊州)+川十刊(団B具叩jバル川(仰倒D)川U叫ω州山p)刈山 川巾以(伊仇tム， 仰川)
(υj~ミミ 2勾) , 
where Bj(D)=D;:j + L:Afz(?t> Dy) D;:r d • Note that 叩~ satie五es then the 
second equation in (3.7). Let us set wp(t, x , y)=cp(x) w~(t， x , y), where cp(x) 
( 1 ¥ ε C;'(R~) with cp(x) = 1¥ O::;;x壬 2) and cp (x) = 0 (x ミ 1). Then wp-vp+up ε 
H叫 ((0， T) x R";.) is a solution of the mixed problem (P, Bj) (setting f =P(D) 
(Wp-Vp 十 Up)) and satisfies P(D) (wp一円+Up) (0, x , y)=O in R,n. 
If the mixed problem (P, Bj) is D-well-posed with decreasing order ν， 
then a solution wp-vp+up must satisfy the estimate (1. 1), that is, 
jT T ol||(叩p一円切) (t,', ')lii;"-ldt::;;CI~ III(Pの) (wp一Vp+Up)) (t,', ')ill: ,odt 
Using P(D) 叫 =0 we obtain 
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(3. 9) J: 目的 (t，'，') dt:::;;C(j: W ]l (t,., .)' ;,+,dt+ j:li:V/) は ,.);,;",dt) 
Since we have from (3. 8) 
ilw]J弘・，・)ν三三 CI:' 7)1)(t， ・， .) 111;n+L 寸 1→リ
it follows from (3. 6) and (3. 9) that 
(3 川 ['， U]J (t，.， .)I!!二 l dt :::;;C戸。 II(a; u1J 似， .) 11;，か 1
The right hand in (3.10) is polynomial order in p and the left hand in (3.10) 
is exponential order in p. Then, for a su伍ciently large p, U]J is a required 
function. Thus the proof is complete. 
Remark. The construction of the function w]J-v]l is used in Section 4. 
Corollary 3.2. Sゅpose that Bj(D) don't contain the terms in a,. If 
the mixed ρroblem (P, Bj) is V-wellアosed with decreasing order ν， then S(rl 
lS emjうty for any rEC,. 
Proof Assume that R(ro， σ。)=0 for some (ro， σ点灯+ X IC- 1• By Theo・
rem 3. 1 and the homogeneity of R(r， σ) we obtain that R(r, O)=O for any 
TεC. On the other hand, R(r, 0) is written in the following form: 
det ((ia" r)m" ・・・ ， (iak't)ln1 ; ん↓ 1 ， ・・・ ， l) 
R(r, 0) =函((ia戸)仁 -i ihh)Z17云「↓ 1子三 l)
where the ia" r(τεり) are roots of P(τ， Æ, 0) = 0 with positive imaginary part. 
By the theory of characters of unitary groups3) weo btain that R(r, 0) キ o for 
every rキ 0， here we use the assumption that m1 < …<mz. (see [10]). Thus 
the proof is complete. 
By the f?st part of the proof of Corollary 3. 2 we have 
Corollary 3.3ゐ Suppose that R(ro, 0) キ ofor some roEC+ ・ Ifthe mixed 
problem (P, Bj) is V-well-jうosed ωith decreasing order ν， then V is en，ψty. 
4. A certain necessary and su伍cient condition 
for V-well-posedness (1). 
1n this section we describe a certain necessary and su伍cient condition 
for V-well-posedness with decreasing order νby the term of the compensating 
function G(x, s, r， σ). 
Let ~ be the set {(r', a')EC~ x Rn-l; jT'12+ 1σ'12=1} and ~+ its closure. 
31 This method is suggested by Prof. L. G蚌ding 
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Let V' = V n 1.'l' where V is the zeros of R ("σ) in ~\ x R ,n-1. When A is 
a subset in 1.'+ we denote the complement of A in 1.'ト by Aヘ
Then we obtain the following main 
Theorem 4. 1. Let S (，)キ Rn-1 and S(,)=S be ind，φendent of 日C_.
The mixed problem (P, Bj) is D-wellアosed with decr，ωsing order レグ ωld
only ザ the folloωing condition (1) is sati，ポed:
(1). For every (，~， σ~)ε(2+ -1.'+)U V' there exist a neighbourhood U(τJ， σ~) 
and α constant C(，~， σ~) such that for any (,', a') ε U(，~， σ~) パ1.'"什 V'c
(4.1) II(D;G) (x, s, ,', a')II~(L2(s>0) ， L'(X>0)) 三三 C(，~， σ~)(Re ,') ν 1 
(h=O, l , --v m-1) 
where 1. 11 .tl (L'(S>O) , L'(X>O)) is the 。ρera初r norm from D(s>O) to D(x>O). 
To prove Theorem 4. 1 we need the following lemmas. In particular, 
Lεmma 4. 3 is essentiaL First we state an elementary lemma on strictly 
hyperbolic polynomial without proof. 
Lemma 4. 2. 1f a homogeneous ρolynomial P(" ? of degl官 m is strictly 
hyperbolic with re学ect to " then we have for any (" ç)ε C+ x Iln 
IP(" ごw 二三 C(Re ,? (1 , 12 + l蹣2)m-1 . 
Lemma 4. 3. 1f the assumption in Theorem 4. 1 and the condition (1) 
are satisfied, then for every (T， σ)EC+ x Rn-1 with σ 伝 S andfEHνI " , 1," ((∞， 
∞)xB';) (ん ， a non negative integer) ωith f=O (t<O) the boundarツ value
ρroblem CF , ﾊj) has a unique solution û(". , a) ε Hm ," (R\), which satisfies 
the following estimate 
(Re ，?(川)ill d(T, -f)l L 1 三三 Clil f(T, v -)!lii ,o, 
(12e T)2(Ul1)|10(T, v ・) I k 三二 CiLf(". ， .)2 k11 ， k (ん =0 ， 1,… , h) (4. 2) 
for any ,EC • 
Proof Note that the notation of the norms has no ambiguity, because 
the measure of S is zero. Using the limit process and the relation P(" Dx， σ) 
û(-r， x， σ)=f(" x， σ)， it su缶ces to prove the first estimate of (4. 2) for jiεC;((O， 
∞) x B"t) and ?defined in (2. 1). 
First let ?1 be the 五rst term in the right hand of (2.1). Then it follows 
from Lemma 4. 2 and Plancherel theorem that 
(Re ,)Z I:i\(". , ・ kllL 1 三二 Clilf(". ， .)il!L 
which implies the 五rst estimate of (4.2) for Z{ 1 ・
Let U' be the set of al points (,', a') for which (4.1) is valid and U the 
set {("σ); (τ" a') ε U'} where ，'=，ρl， d=σρ1 and ρ=( 1r 1 2 + 1σ|ポ. We de-
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compose û=ム+ゐ + Û3, where ﾛ3 is the function multiplying the characteristic 
function of U 句 the second term in the right hand of (2. 1). 
Next to prove the first estimat疋 of (4. 2) for ﾛ2 we remark the following 
facts. By the homogeneity of P(D) and Bj(D) we have, for every integer 
hミo and (!'， σ) ミ U，
(00122'~Rj) (!', x， σH À~ _ ~2k-2幅一J∞ 1 (D~R;) (!", x , a') 12 (4.3) )0 I \--XR3(!，:'~)~' ~/ I dx= p2k-2mr1)0 I \~X~R(れ~'U'1 
If K=K(!" , a') is the ∞nvex hull of the roots 1; (!"， σ') (j= 1,… , l), then we 
have 
(4. 4) I(D~Rj) (!", x， σ') 1 
三三 1L:_ s~_p ID~(lkéXl)ljh!f nj L: sup I(D~ Bp) (!", 1, a')jh!f 
\h~O l忌K )pキj\h~O lEK J 
By the fact that R(!" , a')ミ Cand B例訂(!"， σ')三C for ony (!"， σ') ミ U'， it follows 
from (4.3) and (4.4) that 
[01 (D~Rj) (!', x， σ) 12 À~./ r" ~2k-2，，，， -1 (4.5) ¥ 1 \.L/X .L~j/_\':t' u , 1 dx~Cρ;-1 for any (r， σ)ξ U. 
JO 1 R(!'， σ) 1 一
Since IP(!' ， ん σ)J2:2::C( 1!'1 2 +112+ 1σ12)地 for any (!'， σ) 主 U and たR}， we have 
(4.6) flBjMσ) 12 一一|いμa似ω壬αC伊p伊2加均片叫町咋r一∞ P(什!'， 1ん， σ司) for any (!'， σ) 怪 U.
By Plancherel theorem and Schwarz inequality it follows from (4.5) and (4.6) 
that 
1 tÎ 2 (!'， ・ γ) !I! ;，云 Clllf(!'， ・， -)liii ，
which implies the 五rst estimate of (4.2) for Û2・
Finally note that (t+ -.E+)U V' is compact and 
(4.7) (D!G) (x， ふれ σ)= 〆一冊+1(D!G) (ρx， ps, !"， σ') (k = 0, 1,… , m-1). 
Using the relation (4.7), the condition (1) and the change of variables we obtain 
l! tÎ3 (!', " .)川II目仏li広l弘弘いLιいい-寸-1=戸= Z剖乱L肋州JJ(hωノr吋y〆)y/p〆2
=玄剖1D(r)P 吋:kベ11ぽr仰) (伊x， 刊川(仇乙叩S伊p戸1\川，
豆C慣れt2(針。 1D(r) p"u凶rl 1仇 SP1σ)J2 ds
豆 C(Re!'t2(叶川:1 (!', "・) 111~ ， 0 , 
where D(!')={σε Rn-1; (!'， σ)ε V). Thus the proof is complete. 
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By Lemma 4.3 and Paley-Wiener theorem (e. g. Theorem 7.1 in [2]) 
we obtain the following 
Lemma 4.4. 1f the ωsumption in Theorem 4.1 and the condition (1) 
is sati，ゆd， then for every a>O and f with e~atfiεH'山，h((一∞，∞)xR，:-)
(h; a non n々gative integer) and f=O (t<O) the mixed problem (P, Bj) (with 
T=∞) hω a unique solution u with e~at uεHm叶 ((0，∞)x R':-) such that 
子-2Mil u (ム , . )川il 此ル11肱ル|広ルLιい一→~ldt
(4.8) 
r子:〉〉ef一叫u叫(仇tム，'， ')III~+kdt 豆(仰い))f~ e~2at li!f仇， .) 11日11:+k+
(偵k=O ， 1,… ,h) . 
The following lemma used in proof of the necessity of Theorem 4. 1 is 
due to T. Okubo. The proof is easy. 
Lemma 4.5. Let f be a function in H"o ( (一∞，∞)xR，:-) ωith 佑 sup­
port in (0, T) x R':-and u a function sati，めling e一山ぽHm((o， ∞)xRて ) for 
some a'>O and (a:u) (0, x , y)=O (k=O , 1, …, m -1). Then the estimate 
(4.9) 子一川u(ム， )lllL1似Cr Illf(t, " .)111: ,odt 
implies that 
(4.10) II;û(r,', .)!I;~~l~CoCf二 lilj(a+ 祢， )1I110拘
for any r with Re r=a (α >a')， ωhere a constant Co dφends only on a, a' 
and the support C!.日
Remark. If the mixed problem (P, Bj) is D明ell-posed with decreasing 
order ν， then for every fE H叶1 ，0 ((一∞，∞)xR!) with f=O (t<O) the mixed 
problem (P, Bj) (with T= ∞) has a unique solution u satisfying e~atぽH明
((0，∞) x R!) for some a>O and the estimate (4.9). This follows from the 
fact that P(D) and Bj(D) are homogeneous and of constant coe伍cients.
Now we ready for the proof of Theorem 4.1. Our proof of the necessity 
is inspired by M. Ikawa [4]. 
Proof of Theorem 4. 1. 1). Su伍ciency. The existence follows immeｭ
diately from Lemm 4.4. To prove the uniqueness we use an extension 沼 of
u to (0，∞) x R! which satisfies e~at UEH禍( (0，∞) x R!) for some a>O and 
(Bj(D) 辺) (ム 0， y)=O in (0，∞) x Rn~t. (For the existence of such an extenｭ
sion see Remark after the proof of Theorem 3. 1. Here we use the fact that 
u may be considered as a su伍ciently smooth function in (t, y) by the method 
of convolution). Then the uniqueness follows from Lemma 4. 4 and Paley-
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Wiener theorem. 
2). Necessity. Suppose that the mixed problem (P, Bj) is V-well-posed 
with decreasing order li. Let f be a smooth function with its support in 
(0, T) x R~. Then it follows from the Remark above that the estimate (4.10) 
is valid for the Fourier田Laplace transform ﾛ of a unique solution U of the 
mixed problem (P, Bj) (with T= ∞).羽Te use notations in the proof of Lemma 
4.3. Since the inverse Fourier-Laplace transform U1 of ﾛ1 is a solution for 
Cauchy problem, by Lemma 4.5, the estimate (4. 10) is valid for û1 ・ Hence
ﾛ2 + ?3 must also satisfy (4. 10), that is, 
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exist a point (，~， σ~)ε(主 ι
{r~， σ~} (ρ=1 ， 2， 3，…) 
(4. 11) 
for any , with Re ,=a. 
If the condition (1) is not satis五ed， then there 
-l'+)U V' , an integer ko(O -::;， k。壬 m-1) and a sequence 
in l' ,. n V'c which converges to (，~， σ~) such that 
Cp = (Re ，~)川 II(D~oG) (x, s, ，~， σ~) Ils(L'(S>O) ,L'(X>O)) 
tends to inf?nity if p does so. 
First we take 9μ cppEC;'(R~) which are identically not zero and satisfy 
(4. 12) 
I[ι而扇k吋r似 G) (同Zぷ叩川，バ5ふ，M) ω州)
三 ;ipplldllgJlultii(DM)(ぷ川叫)IIB(L'(S>山>的
Si附 1~ 予而而示而j dx吋刊r(α0心G)川 〆μ川， a'刈σ〆叫Fり) ι似ω(伊(s)ds 
iおs (}p>O such that 
I[而)dxr叫G) 川，'， a') gp(s) ゐ|
三寸; l1川川lゆ仇仇刷川￠引れ引川1)11 Lど川川川2ベ官唱叫叫(川叫叫叫Rt1わ叶)リIlgσιω川叫pllルIIL'(い(4. 13) 
for any (,', a') with 1σ' 一 σ~I<(}p and I ，'-，~I <(}p. 
Let ('m σp) be a point (aj Re ，~) (，~， a~) and Jp a set {(αjRe ，~) (σ;)+8); l? 
<αp<(}p}. Take a su伍ciently small αp such that ifσε Jp then 1ρ戸 σ -a~l<θw
|ρ;1'p_ ，;)1 <(}p and C壬(Re ι)ρJ云 C'， where ρp=( ]-r pI2+1σ12)ff. 
Next take ιε C;'(Jp) which is identically not zero. We choose fεC~ 
4) Regarding the continuity of the roots I. j(7:， σ) we use the following classical fact: 
For a 五xed point \7: 0 ， σ0) there is a labelling of the roots I. j(7:, a) such that Àj(T ， σis conｭ
tinuous at (1'0， σ。).
Oll Necessary 肌d Sufficient COllditiollS jóγ L2- ~Vell-Posedness of IvIixed Prohlems 1 ，総
( (げ)) such that 1九)= )~ e '"万川キo i迂f we 配
Then we have 
L:I阿川附句Wd百五IIm'1' 12"J~e 2"'I(alγ) (t)l2dt 
Replacing , and f (α 十句， X， σ) in (4. 11) by 'p and fp(α +i行)σ}) (ρ ]J X) ψJ) (σ) 
respectively and multiplyi昭 r ¥ d，σ\ 1ψp(σ) れ(ρ1)xW dx ) to (4. 11), it follows 
¥JJ_ .10 、~-p ~" 
from Schwarz inequality that 
(L: d~ L ,) da r t，μ +i可 1 2 + 1σ1 2 )jl 九川行) 01'(ρpX)州1 2 dx)亘
× (jfflι(σ) 叫んxWdx/
ミcIL) ψ p(a) p7, 1 吋:〉〉￠仇}) (情w川ρ凡んM1)〆川x刈羽)
×イxr( α G) (μz川，s，ム山，パτ
which implies by the relation (円4. 7列) and the change of variables t白ha計t 
1101)1 J.'(n¥ )119,, 11 L'(RD(tJ二吋JF1(lG+ 均 1 2
十 l同川川川附σ叫げ1 2門2)j可叩3
注斗clドF九九仏川pバJ山川Jベ庁ι川(ケhω叶叶T九ω，p)1イIIL 再21 ψ p 附
From this and the choice of J" we have 
IlopIIL'(削除1)IIL'(u1)II 1'})II~'(Rn ')(えに(Ia+ i~12 + (恥;，t2)jlλ(a+ めWd~r
(4.14) ，~向、Jν向目
二三C(Re ，;')I\ 1 1'1'(σWd，σ \ 91'(X) dx¥ (D!" G) (x, s, '1)ρpl， σρ/) σ1' (s) dsl 
By the choice of 1;) and Ilrt , l' = (a 1仰心)/ .le ,;, the left hand in (4. 14) is 
estimated by 
三三 C(Re ,;)) つ 10})1 L)(R~)II 9pl L'(R~)IIψJ) ll~2(Rn -1) ・
By the choice of 0" and 9" the integrand in the right hand of (4.14) is not 
zero at (，~， σ;，). Hence if the diameter of Jp is su伍ciently small the right 
hand of (4. 14) is estimated by 
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二三 (C/l'X)(Re ι) ¥ I CÞバσ)l2d.σ 1\ ¥Op(x) dx¥ (D~o G) (x, s, r pp; l， σρ戸)σp(s)dsl ，
JJp IJO JO I 
where the constant C is same in (4. 14). Therefore it follows from them, 
(4. 12) and (4. 13) that 1 二三 C Cp • But this inequality is not valid for a su伍.
ciently large ρThus the proof is complete. 
5. A certain necessary and su伍cient condition 
for V'well'posedness (I). 
In this section we decribe a certain necessary and su伍cient condition for 
Lにwell-posedness with decreasing order νby the terms of the reflection coe伍.
cients. To achieve this purpose we f?st state the following condition introｭ
duced by S. Agmon [1]. 
Condition (骨). The multiplicity of a real root À(r， σ) in え of the charｭ
acteristic eqωtion P(r, À， σ)=0 ゐ at most double for every non zero (r ， σ) 
with Re r=O and aER'" 1 
T 0 def?e the reflection coe伍cients， for every (τJ， σ~)ε (Ë ト-l'+)UV' we 
arrange the roots ﾀj (r' ， σ') into q groups {λ;.h(r'， a'); h=1 , ..., k'} (k=1 , …, q) 
in a sufficiently small neighbourhood U(r~， σ~)n l'ト such that P;， h(1'~， a~); ん=
L ・"， k'} is k'-multiple root. Let Rj ,k(r', x， σ') be the determinant replacing 
the j-colum in Rj(r', x， σ') by the transposed vector of (0,…, 0, exp (ixÀi ， l(r'，σ')) ， 
ー， exp (iXÀ; ,Æ' (1"， σ'))， 0，…， 0). Since Rj(r', x， σ') = L: Rj,k(r' , x， σ')， we can 
def?e the generalized rポection coeff?ients C k,h(r', À， σ') (k=1 ， … ， q; ん =1，…，
k') by the following equality 
(5.1) 
where 
Z R (T， z，σ')q y Z 一一一:， ~~，~ I Bj(r', À, a') = L: L: Ck ,h(r', À， σ') 九バT'， z， d) ，f";:1 R(τ ， a') .LJ j\"' , ^ , v ) -;-1;:1 
7k,l(r', x， σ') = exp (iXÀI， I(τ'， σ')， 
ん山， σ') 口 (ixy 1 r:必l' ..d8j_2):θf2 θ仇h-2バe位吋x
gれk ，ム h刈バ(r〆，， σ〆'; 8的)=Àk'ι， 1バ(τ〆，， σ〆')+(υÀ;， 2バ(r〆，， σ〆')えk ， 1バ(r〆，， σ〆')リ)8仇1+'一….一  
…+ (À; ,h(r', a')-À;，ト I(r' ， σ')) 81 …8h- 1 (h 二三 2). 
In particular, if ﾀj (r' ， σ') is simple in U(1'~， σ~)n l'什 for example ﾀj (r~ ， σ~) 
(Re r~=O) is real and the condition (枠) is satisfìed5l, then the generalized re刷
flection coe伍cient is written in the following form : 
(5.2) Cj (τヘ λσ') = Bj(r', À， σ')fB(r'， σ') , 
5) See Lemma 6. 1. 
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where B j (7:', À, a') is the determinant replacing む(，'， σ') in B(，，'， σ') by λ 
From Theorem 4. 1 we obtain the following 
Theorem 5. 1. Suppose that the condition (枠 ) is satis.fied, S(7:)キ Rn-l
and S=S(7:) is ind，φendent of 7:・ The mixed problem (P, Bj) is D-wellてþosed
ωith decreasing order l! if and only if the following condition (11) is satis.fied: 
(1). For・ everッ (T~， σ~)ε(工-1.'+)UV' there exist a neighbourhood U(，，~， σ~) 
and a constant C(τ0， σ~) such that 
(5. 3) l CAh(TFMF)l )r-耳，:~e 臼削吋明刈刈1守叫d心刊叶'ÀII川 豆αω幻ωC(“川川(ケ凶同T~，(]~)ふ，
(k=l , .一….一"， q;h=l，'一….一勺.、， んν灼，り) 
for any (τ" a')ε U(7:~， σi)nLn vc. 
Proof 1). (I) implies (1). By (5.1), (5.3) and the def?ition of G(x, s, 7:， σ) 
we obtain, for every fED(R~)， 
ii(D~ G) (x, s, 7:'， σ')f(s) dslk(R~) 
(5. 4) 
三 IlfllL' (R;) C(7:~， σ~) (Re τ')一 ν l L; L; II(D~rk ， h)(7:'， x， σ)Ii L'(R~)(bn À;,h (,,', a'))" 
ln a su伍ciently small neighbourhood U(τi， σ~)n 1.' ~ n VIc. 
1n U(7:~， σ~) n 1.'~ n V'c, if B例えん (T~， σ~)= 0, by the condition (持)， À~ ， 1 (7:', a') 
is simple and hence we have 1\(D~rk ， l) (7:', x， σ') Il L'(R~) 三二 C Lω 訂，1 (，，'， σ') ) 久
and furthermore if I..飢え;，，，(，，'， a')>O we have Il (D~rk ， h) (7:', x， σ') Il L'(R~)三C and 
~IJn À;,h (7:'， σ') 三二C. Therefore the condition (1) follows from (5. 4). 
2). (1) implies (I). By the condition (1), the def?ition of G(x, s, ", a) and 
Schwarz inequality we obtain, for every g, soε D(R~)， 
1 9 1 L' (R~) 1so 1 L' (Il;) C( 7:~， σ~) (Re τ')→ー1
~I I: L; l\ 引吋 e -;81 dﾀ )(\ん(山川村)-lqkfr cu(叫ん σ') 似)rr k ,h (7:', À, a') SO(x) dx) k l h1¥jo r P(T'J， σ') L- lA-^) ¥Jo ' k ,1t ¥" , 11., V ) "f" ¥.A.-j '-"'.A-) (5.5) 
ln a s叩u伍clen叫lÌ叫tly small neighbourhood 【U(“T4;， σ吋~)n 1.'一 η V'c
If the condition (但II町) is not satis五ed， then there exist a point ("ム σ~)ε
(2 + -1.' ) UV' , a pair of integers (ん ho) (1 壬長。壬 q; 1 三九三三 k') and a sequence 
{ (7:~， ι)} in 1.'• n V'c which converges to (7:~， σ~) such that C~o ， ho tends to inf?ity 
if P does so and 
(5. 6) C~o ， lto/C~ ， h 二三 C>O for every (k, h)キ (ko， ho) , 
Il? CM(TL，ん σL) 州 11here CM=||l e a||(ZωÀ;，1t("; σ~)r"(Re 7:~)肘 1
1 Jr P( 7:~， À， σL)|lf(叫)
First we choose g ]J ECo(R~) which is identically not zero and satisf?s 
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I~∞ ~r ~K山 11;)ogp(s)ds r P(Tふん σふ)
nf c.kA(TLId) _-i8l J , II ミ玄IIgpIIL2(R~)IDr -P(心， σゴ e一句
Replacing 1:'， σ， and g in (5. 5) by 1:~， ιand gp respectively, we obtain from 
(5. 7) and the definition of C~， h 
1 so 1L' ('l~)三 c{ ~ C~. ， h. (E肌huι市rk. ， h.(い ι) タ
(5.8) 一 (kふ h)qh(b叫ん同 ι))まIr rk ， h(い ι)州dxl}
Next if E例えい。(九 σ'~)=owe take れ(x)=exp (iXrk川。(T~， σ~)). Then we have 
|怜l険仇凶川￠仇ω叫pll11
~oreover the second t匂疋町rm in the right hand of (恒5.8町) iおs bou山1紅mdeβd. Hence it 
follows from them, (5. 6) and (5 川a叫t 1 註 C ααv。川h'(位t一C'(ぽI制叫訂払んÀ%. ， h.品0
By the choice of (悼hん伽 ho心) this inequality is not valid for a su伍clen凶ltl匂y large 1ρ1.1. 
If L例 Àk山(1:~， σ~)>O we can find SOEV(R~) which has a compact support 
and sa帥sr rko ， h.(1:~， X, 11~) so(x) ゐ= 1 and r rk ， h(古川)タ(x)dx= 0 for 
ev町y (k, h)キ(丸， ho) ， because the rk ， h(1:~， X， σ。) a町 linearly independent in 
V(引). By the contin向 of the functiorイrk，h(以内(x)dx at (制)，
we obtain, for a su伍ciently large p, 
~~ r ko ， h.(1:~， 
(5.9) r九ルιι) 少 (x) dX":;;'S~ ， h if (k, h)キ(んん) , 
where S~ ， h is su伍ciently small. Therefore it follows from (5. 8) and (5. 9) that 
Ilso11L2(叫)ミ C C;,'h.{ ~ (Inût，，，d1:~， σ~))ま - L: εア(E削!，h (T~， (]~))ヰ
1 官 (k ， h)キ(~，~) J 
By the choice of (ん ho) this inequality is not valid for a su伍ciently large p. 
Thus the proof is complete. 
6. Applications. 
In this section we prove S. Agmon's results in [1] and the interesting 
results stated in Introduction. First to prove S. Agmon's results we need 
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the following lemma which is implicitly contained in [7]. 
Lemma 6. 1. Let the condition (詩) be satisfied. Then for evelツ non zero 
(-ro， σ。)ωith Re τ。 =0 and σoERη1 there exists a neighbourhood U( -ro， σ。) such 
that 
1). ザ α real root in ﾀ of P(-ro, À， σ。)=0 is sim.ρle then there ぬ ω1 anaｭ
lytic function À(-r， σ) in U(-ro, ao) 叫んich satisj?s P(-r, À(-r， σ) ， σ)=0 and 
(6. 1) [1飢え(-r， σ)[ "?_C(Be-r) in U(-ro， σ。) . 
2). ザ α real root in えザ P(-ro, À， σ。)=0 is strictly doωle then there αre 
ωl y tic functions Xt ( -r， σ) in U(-ro， σ。)n l'ト Z叫vlωhωi
αωnd 
(6.2) 日Jn Xt(-r， σ)[ ~三 C(Be -r), 
(6.3) [Iln ぇ(-r， σ) Im r(-r， σ)[ [À+(-r， σ)-À- (-r, aW"?_ C(l訟 で)Z in U(-ro， σ。)nl' +・
Then we obtain the following 
Theorem 6.2. (5. Agmon) 5u1ゆose that the condition (時) is satisfied. 
1f R(-r， σ)キ o for eveゥ non zero (-r， σ) E C , x Rn t, then the mixed problem 
(P, Bj) is D-well-posed (with decreasing order 0). 
Proof By the similar consideration in the proof of Theorem 5. 1 and 
using that R(-r， σ)キ o for every non zero (7'， σ)εC x Rn -t, we can show that 
the mixed problem (P, Bj) is D-wellてposed if and only if the following 
condition is satis五ed:
For every (τi， σ~)ε(1\- l'，) there exist a neighbourhood U(-r~， σ~) and a 
constant C(-r~， σ~) such that, for any (-r'， σ')E U( -r~， σ~) パ Zγ ，
(6.4) 
[Cj(-r', ﾀk (-r'， σ')， σ'W 
三二 C(-r~， σ~)[Im む (r'， σ') Im ﾀk(-r'， σ')[ [(a,p) (-r', ﾀk (-r'， σ')， a'W (Re -r') 2 
where the j and k satisfy the conditions Itn ﾀj (-r~， σ~)=O and IJn ι (T~， σ~)=O 
respecti vel y. 
First ifι (T~， σ~) is simple then (6.4) is valid by (6.1) and (6.2). When 
ﾀk (-r~， σ~) is strictly double we denote another branch by ﾀk (c. f. Lemma 6.1). 
Next ifι( -r~， σ~) is strictly double and kキj， by the fact that [Cj (〆， ﾀk (〆，
a')， σ')[ 豆c[み(-r'， a')-Àk(-r', a')[ and [(D,P) (-r', ﾀk (-r'， σ') ， a')[ 迂c[えよ(-r'， -r') ぷ (τ'，
σ') [, (6. 4) is valid. Finally ifι (r~， σ~) in strictly double and j = k then (6. 4) 
is valid by (6. 3). Thus the proof is complete. 
Next we prove the following 
Theorem 6. 3. Let Q (D) be a homogeneous di.tたrential operator, which 
does not contain the odd order terms in Dx , of order m-1 ωith constant 
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coζffìcients ωzd let Bj(D)=D;H(j= 1, …, l; m=2l). lf P(D) satisfi?s the 
condition (非 ) and does not contain the odd order terms in Dx , then the 
mixed problem (P(D) + εDxQ(D)， Bj(D)) is not V-ωellでposed (with decreasing 
order 0) for a sufficiently small εωith certain fixed sign. 
Proof. We may assume that, for a su伍ciently small s, Lε (D)=P(D) 十
sDxQ (D) is strictly hyperbolic and satisfies the condition (特). Furthermore the 
number of the roots ÀHr， σ) (ん， (-r， a))ofLε(-r， À ， σ) = 0 isa constant l for any 
(-r， σ) E C+ x Rn' Since Lopatinskii's determinant written in the following 
form: 
R(" σ)= 訂 ("σ) …訂 ("σ) I (ﾀj ("σ)+ 瓦 ("σ)) , 
1 三 3く k 三 E
S(,) is empty for any ,ECc • 
Since P(D) is strictly hyperbolic and deg, Q < deg,P, there is a point 
(r~， σ~)ε(S 卜-].'十) such that P(，~， 0， σ~)=o and Q(，~， 0， σ~) キ o. By the assumpｭ
tion of P(D) we have (Jぇ L，) (九， 0， σ~)=εQ(，~， 0， σ~) キ O. Hence there exist a 
neighbourhood U(，~， σ~) and a simple root, denote }.t (,', a'), in U(，~， σ~) such 
that }.: (，~， σ~) == O. Here we may assume that Im 訂(，'， a') > 0 in U(，~， σ~) n 1.'I , 
because one can change εinto -s. 
First we consider the case when there exists a root, denote ﾀi (，'， σ') ， such 
that }.i (，~， σ~) キ o and Im}.j (，~， σ~) = O. Assume that I.仰 }.k (，~， σ~)=O(ん=
L--vh).SInce ι(r'， σ') (長 =1 ，… ， h) are simple in a small neighbourhood 
U(，~， σ~) n 1.'~， we obtain 
jC1(TCA, d) -，~ e-is) dﾀ 
r L，(，'，}.， σj 
(6. 5) ょ C， (,', ﾀk (，'σ')， σ') ,.,_, , ." • [ c (,', )., a') ーや 一一一一ァ戸内(，'， 11')+ ¥ ;1)" ,' '~' v' I~ e 臼'd}. , 台1 (aλ L，) (，'，えれ， ， σ)， σ) t: _...",. ,- '., Jr, L，(，'， ん σ/
where r , is a closed Jordan curve in the lower half ﾀ-plane enclosing al the 
roots お(〆， a') (j=ん +1，… ， l). Multiplying exp (ーかむ(〆， σ')) to (6.5), it folｭ
lows from Schwarz inequality that 
II~rf山')l一一一一 ， e一削 d}.IL"_，， (2 .1飢えf(TF， σ')f2r Lε(〆，ん σ') L L-<^IL' (R~) 
(6.6) ミ lt C',(,', Àk ("ι旦ァ(えよ (r'， σ')一訂而')t'l
! ;;;¥ (ムL，) (,', ).; (，'， σ)， σ) \^k\" , U ;-.11.1 ¥" , U Jj 
[ C，(〆 λσ') 一一一-l|』-ii(T'， d)|1d」.Jr, L ,(,',}., a') 
By (5.2) we have 
(6.7) C，(川 σ') 斗瓦 (}.2_}.j (かう2)I {}.: (，'， σ') 瓦().: (か，? -Àj(，'， σ'l)}
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Then it follows from (6.6) and (6.7) that 
(6.8) 
!!~r i1(" ,)., a'} e-iS1d).! r Lε (，'， ).， σ')|L2(R1) 
ミC! ).ì(れ')1- 1{I).;-(,', a')IIImノむ(，'， a')1 î- C' IImむ(かり I!}
If (5.3) in Theorem 5.1 is valid for C(,',)., a') then we have from (6.8) 
l _l飢え{(TCσ')E削).;-(，'， σ')lî(Re ，') → l'と CIι(，'， a')1- 1(1ι(，'， σ')I- C' IIm).I-(" ， σ')1). 
Using the fact that 1 訂(〆， a')1 豆 C(Re ,') in a small neighbourhood U(，~， σ~)， 
this inequality is not valid for (〆， a') su伍ciently close to (，~， σ~). 
Next we consider the case when I1n).j (，~， σ~)<O for al j = 1，ー・ ， l. In 
a su伍ciently small neighbourhood U(，~， a~)n 2:↑， we arrange the roots ).j (,', a') 
into r groups {À;;, h(" , a'); h=l , …, k'} (k= 1, …, r) such that {À;;, h (，~， σ~) ;ん=
1, "', k'} is k'-multiple root. By the condition (枠) there is a simple root, 
denote ).;-(，'， σ')， in a small neighbourhood U(，~， σ~) n 2:+・Let rk (ん =1，…， r) 
be a su伍ciently small and closed Jordan curve in the lower half ).-plane 
enclosing al the roots ).;;, h (r', a') (ん =1，… ， k'). Then we can f?d g ε D(R~) 
such that 
(6. 9) !~~門川|斗 on r1 and !re-ﾒS1 g(s) ゐ!~êk on rk for k='i=l 
By Schwarz inquality we obtain 
(6.10) 
Ilr C'1(" , ).， σF) -,:." 1JI IlgIIL'(R~)II~r i:i川 σ') ρえの IIL'(R~)
Ir C'1(" ,)., a') 1J= -i.,' 1.¥ 1 1 "Ir C(,',)., a') 1J∞| 1 116 削 σ (s) ds卜 L:1¥ ;';:,' ';:,( d).¥ e ω g(s)dsl 一 IJr ， L，(〆， λσ')j。 |H1|jrALe(T'， λσ') L(..AJo L !J¥JjU.JI 
If (5.3) in Theorem 5.1 is valid for C(，'，).， σ') then we have, by (6.7), (6.9) 
and (6.10), 
IlgIIL'(R~) (Eω 訂(1:'， σ'))!(Re ，')一 1:?: C! ).iト(，'， a')I-l (1 ーら). 
By the fact that 1).1'(,', a')1 ~C(Re ，') in a small neighbourhood U(，~， σ~)， this 
inequality is not valid for (，'， σ') su伍ciently close to (，~， σ~). Thus the proof 
is complete. 
7. Examples. 
In this section we present some examples. 
1). p(D)=a~-11 and B(D)=Dx十 bDy - ica" where 1 is Laplacian in R~ 
and b and c are real. Then we have the following classi五cation:
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，・ V-well-posed (with decreasing order 0), 
-一・ not V-well-posed but V-well-posed with decreasing order 1, 
, X; not V-well-posed with any decreasing order 
Proof In this case, ﾀ"' ("σ)= 土 i(，2 + σ2)t where it is assumed that (,2 +σ2)ま
has a positive real part if ,E C 1 , Lopatinskii' s determinant R ("σ)=i(，2+ σ2)ま
+bσ - Îc, and reflection coe伍cient C("λ一 ("σ)， σ)=(_ i(,2 + σ2)ま +bσ ic，)/R
("σ). Hence, it is the necessary and su伍cient condition for V-well-posedness 
with decreasing order νthat the following inequality holds in a small neighｭ
bourhood in };• n V'" of any (，~， σ~)E(E7 -l:c) UV' 
IC(,', r(，'， σ') ， σ')12 
三三 CJI仰ノ À I (，'， σ') Imﾀ-(,', a')II(ム P) (,', ﾀ-(，'， σ') ， σ ' )J2 (Re ，'t2， -2. (7. 1) 
Remark that, by Lemma 6.1 , the right hand of (7.1) for ν= 0 is bounded 
below. 
If c< -Ihl , R(" σ)キ o for ("σ)E C • X R 1• By Theorem 6.2, the mixed 
problem (P, B) is then V-well-posed. If c= 一 Ib削1 ， R(ケ" σ何)去キ干引o for (什" σ吋)ε Cブ十 ﾗ 
R} and R(何TdJ， 《σι凶1~拍i心)=ニニニ二ニ4ニ二二
i出n a neighbourhood 0ぱf (，~， σιj心). By the remark above and (7.1) for ν=0， the 
mixed problem (P, B) is V引ell-posed. If b2 _C2 十 1<0 and c>O, S(r) depends 
on ,EC. Hence, by Theorem 3.1 , the mixed problem (P, B) is not V-wellｭ
posed with any decreasing order. If c=1 , S(,)={O} but (7.1) for anyνis not 
valid in a nighbourhood of (r~， 0) (，~ E CJ. Hence the mixed problem (P, B) 
is not V-well-posed with any decreasing order. In the other case, R(r， σ) キ O
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for ("σ)EC x R l, R(，~， σ~) = 0 for some (，~， σ~)ε(~;_ -1:J and the numerator 
of C(,', [(,', a')， σ') is not zero at (，~， σ~). Hence the mixed problem (P, B) is 
not V-well-posed. But, by the fact that IR(〆， a') I ミ C(Re ,') in a neighｭ
bourhood of (，~， σ~) ， the mixed problem (P, B) is V-well-posed with decreasing 
order 1. 
2). P(D)=(討-a1 L1) (討 -az L1) where L1 is Laplacian in _ln and al and a2 
are positive and distinct. 
If Bl (D) = 1 and Bz (D) = Dx then , by Theorem 6.2, the mixed problem 
(P, Bj) is V-well-posed. If B1(D)=I and B2(D)=D; or B1(D) =Dτand B2(D) 
=D~ ， by Theorem 5.1 and more precisely taking the residue in (5.3) (c. f. 
(6.4)), then the mixed problem (P, Bj) is V-well-posed. If Bl(D)=Dx and 
B2 (D) ニ D; or Bl(D)=D; and B2(D)=D~， then the mixed problem (P, Bj) is 
not V-well-posed but V-well-posed with decreasing order 1. Finally if 
B1(D)=I and B2(D)=D; , then the mixed problem (P, Bj) is not V幽well-posed
with any decreasing order by Corollary 3. 2. 
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